Woodland Discovery
This bird is called a Blue Tit. They are known for being very small birds that
cling to branches and hang upside down when looking for food.

Gallery Trail

Use your exploring skills to find this bird in one of the films in the gallery.

Prospect Refuge Hazard

When you’ve found it, colour this drawing in using your creative skills!
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Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it and
learnt something. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as they
would love to see what you have made.

Welcome Gallery Explorers!

@ImpGalleryPhoto

Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery.
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Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

Welcome Gallery Explorers, it’s time to discover woodlands and
forests in our current exhibition by artist Helen Sear. Think about the
sounds and sights you would find in these places.

Company of Trees
In the film Company of Trees, there’s a girl in a red dress who dances
around the trees in the forest.

Have a go at these fun and creative activities on your adventure.
Can you help find the girl here? when you find her you can colour her
dress red. Tick this box when you find her.

Let’s get looking
Your first task as gallery explorer is to find these images
below in the exhibiton Prospect Refuge Hazard.
Tick the boxes when you find them.

Sounds of the Forest
Circle the words below that you think describe sounds you might
hear in a forest.

Bird Song
People

Talking
Deer Calls

Whispering Trees
Crunching

Cars
Nothing

Rock Concert
Footsteps
Twigs Snapping
Rustling Leaves

